Abstract
Introduction

21
Boron atoms as substitutional impurities in a silicon (Si) host crystal lattice form shallow 22 acceptor centres with a hole binding energy of 45.63 meV [1, 2] . Recent proposals utilize the 23 electronic states of the prototypical acceptor boron in silicon as a THz laser medium [3] and as 24 qubits for a silicon based quantum information technology [4] . Both of these applications 25 require detailed knowledge of the orbital-state energies and wavefunctions, and the transition 26 rates between them. Although more attention has been paid to donors, e.g. recently we 27 investigated relaxation in Si:Bi [5] the wavefunctions have completely different envelope 28 functions, the valley-orbit terms and the lattice-periodic parts for donors and acceptors, so there 29 is no reason to expect that the matrix elements for phonon relaxation should be similar. For 30 example, the linewidths for Si:Bi monotonically decrease with decreasing binding energy of 31 the excited state [5] , which is not true for Si:B. Varieties of electric-dipole-allowed transitions 32
for Si:B are readily observed by infrared (IR) transmission spectroscopy, and have received 33 detailed experimental and theoretical study in the past [2] . States with odd parity are sometimes 34 labelled with a superscript -which we drop here for simplicity since all the excited states are 35 odd (and the even parity ground state would have a superscript +). The spectral widths of the 36 Lyman-series transitions (i.e. starting from the ground state) for isotopically enriched 28 Si host 37 exhibit a wide variation depending on the excited state; absorption lines for the ground state to 38 some of the lower energy excited states (e.g. transitions from ground state to 1G 8 , 2G 8 ) have 39 considerably wider full width at half maximum (FWHM) than those than for higher lying states 40 (e.g. 3G 7 ) [6] . 41
For a homogeneously broadened Lorentzian line, the dephasing time is T 2 =2/Dw=1/pDn where 42 (Dw)Dn is the FWHM in (angular) frequency. For an inhomogeneously broadened line Dn 43 >1/pT 2 and the line shape is (usually) Gaussian. The high-lying absorption lines are susceptible 44 to inhomogeneous concentration broadening, but if care is taken to produce single crystals with 45 high chemical and isotopic purity, and low strain, the low-lying lines appear Lorentzian [6] The orbital dynamics of boron doped nat Si has previously been studied using time-domain 52 spectroscopy with the FELIX free-electron laser [7] , and the transients exhibited several 53 dynamical time-scales much longer than 1/2pDn. The spectral widths [6] were larger than the 54 inverse decay times [7] by a factor of between 2 to 8 depending on the line. The mechanisms 55 responsible for the long decay times were unclear, as was the absence of the correspondingly 56
sharper components in the small-signal spectra. In this work we show that careful control of 57 the intensity, temperature and pulse duration in the time-domain experiments brings the 58 frequency and time-domain measurements into accord. 59
Experimental setup and procedure
60
The samples used in this study were cut from a 28 Si crystal doped with a boron concentration 61 of [B]=4x10 14 cm -3 , a low phosphorus concentration of [P]=5x10 11 cm −3 and negligible other 62 electrically active impurities. This material has the same enrichment as the sample that was 63 used for the earlier high resolution spectroscopy [6] . For comparison the sample used in the 64 earlier time domain work [7] was Float Zone grown silicon with natural isotopic composition 65 and similar doping level (~ 10 14 cm -3 ). The new material has higher boron doping concentration 66 than earlier work [6] , which increases the absorbance and results in more concentration 67 broadening of the higher energy lines. Here we only investigated (low-lying) lines. 68
Unless otherwise mentioned all experiments were performed in a Janis super-vari-temp (SVT-69 200) cryostat of the same type as used for earlier spectroscopy [6] with sample mounted in 70 either flowing helium vapour or immersed in superfluid helium, with HDPE windows on the 71 outer vacuum chamber and cold polypropylene windows on the sample chamber was used. The 72 sample was mounted strain free on a PCB using two copper strips. The sample temperature 73 was monitored using a calibrated diode temperature sensor. For some experiments we used an 74
Oxford Instruments microstat of the same type used as previous pump-probe measurements [7] 75 with room temperature polypropylene windows. The sample was mounted in vacuum on a cold 76 finger, and the temperature was monitored with a rhodium-iron sensor on the heat-exchanger 77 above the sample finger. In what follows we refer to the latter cryostat as "sample in vacuum". were taken from Ref [6] and the relative heights were found from the ratio of the oscillator 84 strength (OS), f, and the line width, Dn (appropriate for well resolved absorption lines) from 85
Refs [8] and [6] respectively. The experimental FWHM was the same for both this and the 86 older sample [6] . was the same as for earlier work [7] and for more detail on the experimental setup see [5] . 94 FELIX provided the intense, picosecond pulses in the terahertz region of interest required to 95 perform time-resolved, energy-relaxation experiments in a pump-probe geometry. 
110
A unique feature of synchronously pumped lasers like FELIX is that the pulse duration can be 111 controlled by detuning the cavity round-trip frequency away from the pump repetition 112 frequency. The laser pulse's spectral energy density D L (n) is approximately Gaussian, as 113 shown in Fig 1a. The laser spectra were produced using a grating spectrometer with a linear 114 array of pyroelectric detectors, and in this work, the mean and r.m.s. width in wavelength, l & 115 s l , were taken directly from the spectrometer output, and converted to a FWHM in frequency 116
using In the case that only one transition is excited, and the decay is a simple relaxation from the 143 excited state to the ground state we expect that there is only one single exponential decay term 144 in Eqn (1). For short pulses the laser spectrum is broad (Fig 1a) (Fig 3a) and 166 3G 7 (Fig 3b) have smaller OS (Fig 1c) and further reduction of the laser intensity was 167 inconclusive. 168
We fitted Eqn (1) to the experimental transients (Figs 2, 3, and 4 ) with the number of 169 exponential components fixed by the number of lines overlapped by the laser (Fig 1) . Unless 170 otherwise specified (the case of Fig 2b) , in all cases we fixed T 1i to the appropriate value(s) of 171 T 2i /2 from the frequency domain data, i.e. we did not allow T 1i to be a free parameter. The free 172 parameters were t 0 , t R , C and A i . Where the resulting residuals showed an obvious time 173
dependence we then added a constant term to the decay (i.e. a very long time-scale decay) 174 corresponding to the ionisation/recombination/cascade, and where the resulting residuals still 175
showed an obvious time dependence, we replaced the constant term with an exponential with 176 time constant t being a free parameter. The final residuals are shown in each figure. With this 177 procedure, we assume that the frequency-domain lines are not only homogeneously broadened 178 (T 2 =1/pDn) due to the isotopically enriched silicon host, but they are also lifetime-broadened 179 (T 1 =T 2 /2). Allowing for the possibility of one additional pathway, we test for convincing 180 evidence that this is false (and as we shall see, we find none). decay lifetimes of the results match the previous work [7] , but they are significantly longer 220 than the T 1 =6.3 ps expected from the linewidth. The decay has two components, and the 221 strength of the long component rises as the laser intensity is increased. This can be explained 222 by an increase in the population of the excited state with intensity, and a consequent increase 223 in photo-ionisation. We might expect that the amplitude of the component associated with 224
photo-ionisation would be proportional to intensity squared, but the aim of this work was to 225 investigate correspondence of the lifetime at low intensity with small-signal line-width and we 226 did not investigate this in detail. The associated lifetime also rises and appears to saturate as 227 the long component becomes dominant. At the highest intensities the longer component of 228 decay seems exponential. Since the recombination of free-holes with the negatively charged 229 acceptor ions must exhibit a reciprocal decay, the recombination step cannot be the slowest 230 part of the return process for the ionised holes. Clearly, once the recombination has taken place 231 the holes are in highly excited bound states, and the cascade relaxation back to the ground state 232 takes significantly longer. This is consistent with the very sharp lines exhibited by highly 233 excited state in the small signal absorption [6] . 234 Fig 2b shows the pump-probe transient for excitation to 2G 8 at low intensity for different laser 235 pulse durations. This absorption line is well separated from any others and we expect a single 236 exponential decay at low intensity. In experiments where the laser spectrum is very broad (and 237 hence the pulse short), this is indeed what we find -the fit with a fixed T 1 =T 2 /2 (=6.3ps from 238 Fig 1) agrees very well with the data with no additional components. For Dn L =255GHz the 239 inferred Dt L =1.7ps, and we would therefore expect t R =1.4ps for a weak, incoherent excitation, 240 in very good agreement with the fit value (1.1ps) in spite of this being a strong, coherent 241 experiment. Reducing the laser spectral width by a third triples the laser pulse duration and 242 clearly also the rise time of the transient, but this also has a significant effect on the observed 243 decay, in part due to the simple convolution effect of the probe. The fit shown (red curve) used 244
Eqn (1) with a single exponential decay with apparent lifetime T 1 =14.6 ps as a free parameter 245 (unlike the fit to the same data in Fig 2a where we fixed T 1 to the inverse line-width and added 246 a second component). This value is clearly much larger than the lifetime from the short pulse 247 data (blue curve). It seems likely that the increase in recovery time with reducing spectral width 248 also comes in part due to better coupling of the laser to the absorption line and therefore 249 increased excitation: during a coherent pumping the wavefunction amplitude rises with W R Dt L 250 where W R is the Rabi frequency, i.e. the excitation probability rises with Ω ; < ∆ > < ∝ > ∆ > < ∝ 251 > ∆ > where I L and E L are the laser pulse intensity and energy respectively. Therefore the 252 longer the pulse the greater the excitation, and photo-ionisation was seen when we increased I L 253 (and E L ) which directly increases the excitation, as shown in Fig 2a.  254 In the case of excitation to 1G 8 , the pump probe transient shown in Fig 3a has a clear Setting the laser to 10.338THz (Fig 3b) produces excitation primarily to 3G 7 , which has a very 258 long T 2a of 260ps, but also to 3G 6 which has a significantly smaller OS and also a significantly 259 smaller T 2b of 75ps (Fig 1b) . In the fit to the pump-probe transient (Fig 3b) we found that the 260 data are consistent with faster component having negligible contribution and only the T 1a =T 2a /2 261 (=130ps) component being important (with an additional constant component). 262
The situation for the data of Fig 4 is the other two). The 1G 7 line dominates the small-signal high-resolution transmission spectrum 265 (Fig 1d) because it is far sharper, even though the other (1G 6 ) has slightly larger OS, Fig 1c. As 266 already mentioned, with the laser centred on 9.60THz the overlap with 1G 7 is somewhat better. 267
The relative contributions from each transition to the pump probe experiment may be found 268 from the OS, f, and the laser spectral density at the transition frequency, D L (n), Fig 1a. The 269 function is complicated in the case of a highly coherent quantum oscillator and a coherent 270 pulse, but for a weak, incoherent experiment the excited population due to the pump is ∆ ∝ 271 EFGE ( )∆ , and the absorption change of the probe is ∆ ∝ ∆ . Since the pulse energy 272 density at the transition frequency for the pump and probe EJKLM ( ) ∝ EFGE ( ) ∝ > ( ), 273 then ( ) ∝ ∆ EJKLM ( )∆ ∝ N < ( ) < . Since we did not spectrally resolve the pump-probe 274 experiment we simply see the sum of the decays at each frequency. The fit to the data of Fig 4  275 show that the components have amplitude A i in the ratio 4:1 at the lowest temperature and 276 lowest intensity, and from the approximation from an incoherent experiment just given this 277 would imply >~2 , which is reasonably consistent with the data in Fig 1a, 6.3ps respectively) than previously assigned (T 1 =55ps and 45ps respectively) [7] . The fast 291 dynamics has been resolved here by ensuring that the pulse duration was reduced carefully, 292
and that the temperature and intensity were as low as possible. The previous longer lifetimes 293 were clearly partly limited by the pulse duration: we showed in Fig 2b that it is not sufficient 294 to ensure that the rise time is shorter than the apparent decay, because the coupling of the laser 295 to the excitation is a function of pulse duration. The temperature also seems to be an issue -296 Fig 4b shows that raising the temperature has a significant effect on the 297 ionization/recombination/cascade process that becomes mixed in with the direct relaxation. 298
High intensity can be responsible for increased photo-ionisation, and therefore new relaxation 299 pathways, as observed in Fig 2a and 4a . Finally, we note that Ref [7] includes a photon echo 300 experiment for the 1G 8 line that produces a decay of T 2 /4=17.25ps and hence an inferred 301 T 2 =69ps. The present results are consistent with T 2 =25ps, which would indicate that the photon 302 echo decay should have been T 2 /4=6ps, i.e. less than the pulse duration used (7ps) and not 303 resolvable. Even with the shortest pulses used here (1.5ps) a 6ps echo decay would be 304 challenging to observe so it seems likely that the echo was simply resolution limited. 305
Summary
306
We have found that the linewidth, Dn, measured from high resolution spectroscopy is perfectly 307 consistent with pump probe data for the absorption lines studied here. In the case of transitions 308 from ground state to 1G 8 , 2G 8 , 1G 7 , 1G 6 , and 3G 7 we find that the transient decay (with the 309 shortest pulses at the lowest temperature and lowest intensity) is well described by T 1 =1/2pDn, 310 consistent with lifetime broadened lines with no extra dephasing (T 1 =T 2 /2) and no 311 inhomogeneous broadening (T 2 =1/pDn). There was a long time-constant component (often 312 with decay time much longer than the length of our delay line, i.e. with lifetime t>>1ns) in 313 almost all the fits. Where the OS was large enough to get data over a range of intensities (1G 6 , 314 1G 7 , 2G 8 ) the long lived components were seen to quench in strength with reducing intensity, 315 and this correlated with an increase in time constant, so it seems more likely that they result 316 from an ionization/recombination/cascade process rather than a long-lived intermediate state. 317
